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HERE’S TO A
MEMORABLE
YEAR
WHERE YOU’LL ACCEPT
THE JOB OFFER

SUNDAY BRUNCH
LOCATION

GRILLED CHEESE
PERFECTING AREA

LOST KEYS

FAVORITE
READING SPOT
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Big Picture

A sea of humans waiting for the next
big act to take the stage at last year's
Breakaway Festival.
Photo by Emad Rashidi
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Things to
Not Do In

top

i l l u s t r at i o n b y d u s t i n g o e b e l

W

elcome to the wonderful world of college—the
fleeting period of your life where it is socially
acceptable to sleep past 3 p.m. on weekends and
eat Choco Tacos for your late breakfast. You have surpassed the
baseline educational standard of our country and are now well
equipped to be a member of the societal elite.
Right?
You have probably already been predisposed to a rainbow
variety of informational literature aimed at making your colligate
career a success—aphoristic slogs in pamphlet or packet form
reassuring you that “everything is going to be ok” as long as you
“make time to study” and “create a schedule and stick to it.” While
there are kernels of verity to any welcome guide you might happen
to stumble upon, they typically don’t represent an accurate
simulation of what college is really going to be like—the gritty
anomalous idiosyncrasies of the college schlep.
You know…like remembering that it is ok to gentlly remind
your dorm mate to shower at least once a week, or the places
around town that you can spend your BuckID cash that isn’t
a grimy dining hall, or easy and enjoyable courses you can take
when you just need a filler for your Friday. The real shit.

A PRODUCT of 614 MEDIA GROUP
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List from the editor:

That’s our goal this month, an honest attempt to create
something authentically different from those other welcome
guides—an irreverent and stimulating examination into what The
Ohio State University actually looks like.
The question boils down to this: What are the ways that you
can make this brief period of colligate life, poverty and all, more
bearable? Perhaps only you can have the capacity to answer such
a query, but it is our aim to provide you with some interesting
informational tidbits—presumably while you are on your morning
commute to class or are stranded on the toilet with a dead cell
phone.
Here’s to college life, where the living is easy and the existential
crises are in full swing.
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Be a Hermit:

4

Make a Mess:

Dustin Goebel

Email Submissions to:
editor@1870now.com

Event & Sales Inquiries:
events@1870now.com
sales@1870now.com

458 East Main Street
Columbus, OH 43215
Office: (614) 488-4400
Fax: (614) 488-4402

Disclaimer:

Opinions are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views and opinions of the editor, publisher or the newspaper staff.
1870 is not liable for omissions, misprints or typographical errors. No
part of this publication may be reproduced without the express written
consent of the publisher.

Store Drugs or
Alcohol:

The shame and
embarrassment of
getting caught by campus
security is not worth the
temporary buzz these
things can provide.

614 Media Group

1870 is an independent publication and is not
affiliated with The Ohio State University. 1870 receives
NO STUDENT FEES or university funding. One free copy
per person. Additional copies $.50.

Play Guitar With
Your Door Open:

Trust me—this makes you
look more desperate than
interesting, especially
if you are playing Green
Day or Oasis.

Danny Hamen
Editor-in-Cheif

Marisa Pesa

Collins Laatsch

Room

Cheers,

Copy Editor
Contributing Writers

Your dorm

5

There is so much to do
and see outside of your
dorm room. We know,
that is where your PS4
lives, but leveling up your
college experience is
better than leveling up
your Overwatch account.

One of the biggest turn offs
of any potential suitor is the
stench of rotting cheese.
Plus, fruit flies don’t make
for quality roommates.

Decorate Like a
Child:

If you are really attached to
your “Keep Calm and Carry
On” poster, go for it, but we
will be silently mocking you.

©COPYRIGHT 2015.
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fun facts about

Pr e siden t

Michael V.

Drake

1 President Shredder
In 2015, Dr. Drake was
appointed to the board of the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
and Museum. He also kills
it on guitar, often playing to
massive crowds for charity.

Welcome, new Buckeyes!

2 King of Cool

Dr. Drake is a big jazz fan, citing
Miles Davis' Kind of Blue as one
of his most influential albums,
claiming he has listen to the
album over 1,000 times.

O-H!
It is a privilege to welcome you to an important and exciting chapter in your life. As you begin your journey,
remember that you are not alone. In the coming days and weeks, you will meet people from around the world — and
some of them will become your very best friends for life. You will share classes, learn Buckeye traditions and meet at
events across the university.
I look forward to meeting some of you during Welcome Week activities. Mark your calendar (August 20) for the
student involvement fair on the Oval, where you can learn about more than 700 student organizations as well as
academic departments and community agencies.
You also will be introduced to all that Ohio State and Columbus have to offer at Convocation and the Welcome
Columbus Event (August 21). No matter what you are interested in, you can find it here. As one of the nation's leading
public research universities, Ohio State offers incredible opportunities to gain hands-on experience in research across
the disciplines. If you are interested in studying abroad, we offer 200 programs in 50 countries – from Antarctica and
New Zealand to Chile and China. And if you want to explore Columbus, you will find a vibrant arts community, career
opportunities, entertainment and wonderful neighborhoods.
Plan to take part in Community Commitment (August 26), one of the largest community service events on a college
campus. For more than 20 years, new Buckeyes have come together to serve the Columbus community and exemplify
our university motto: Education for Citizenship.
Our dedicated faculty and staff are here to help you have an exciting and successful college experience. I encourage
you to reach out to your instructors during office hours and connect regularly with your academic advisors. I have
the pleasure to co-teach a freshman course each spring – "Civil Rights, the Supreme Court and the Music of the Civil
Rights Era." I can tell you from experience that it is a great privilege to be in the classroom with bright and energizing
students.
You are now a part of our large Buckeye family around the world. Wherever you are and wherever you go for the
rest of your life, you will always find a fellow Buckeye!
Best of luck for a wonderful semester. Go Bucks!

Michael V. Drake, MD

President, The Ohio State University
P.S. Connect with me on Twitter @OSUPrezDrake for other updates and highlights throughout the year.
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3 Dr. Genius

During his tenure at UC,
he has conducted research
on glaucoma and directed
special research programs in
tobacco, breast cancer, and
HIV/AIDS. He also authored
five textbooks.

4 Pedal to the Metal

He once led 50 cyclists on a
25-mile tour of Irvine, raising
stacks of dough for UC's
scholarship campaign. He is
also a regular Pelotonia rider.

5

Ohio in His Blood

A New York City native, Dr.
Drake has always maintained
a fondness for Ohio, as
his mother grew up and
graduated from high school
in Youngstown. Now, he
and his wife, Brenda, live
in Columbus. They have
two grown sons and four
grandchildren.
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Wor d on th e
S to ry by M i tc h H o o p e r

Last Name Ever,
First Name Greatest

Guess Who’s Back?
Back Again...

Rankings by the Associated Press weren’t interested in what
college football team was the best 10 years ago or in recent
memory—rather, they looked at all-time rankings and records,
and teams were awarded points for their prior achievements.
Finish the season as a national champion? That’s 10 points.
Crack the AP’s Top 25 back in 1953? That’s a point. Ask anyone
in the Buckeye State, Ohio State has been kicking ass and
taking names for a long time now. Their hard work landed the
legends the top spot on the AP’s all Time Top 100 rankings of
college football teams. Hey, Michigan and Alabama: if you ain’t
first, you’re last!

You might know him as the self-proclaimed “biggest bust in
NBA history,” but soon, you’ll know him as Greg Oden, the
really tall guy in your group project. The 7-foot-tall center who
helped the Buckeyes in its 2007 NCAA tournament run that
fell short against Florida in the national championship game is
back at OSU. While Oden is still involved with the men’s team,
he's is here to play school this time around. After leaving the
NBA, taking a few years off to fight some personal battles, and
gaining a fiancée and 9-month-old baby girl, I think it’s safe to
say we are all rooting for you, Greg. Get that degree!

Do You Like
PiÑa Coladas?
Starbucks just introduced a Teavana Shaken
Iced Piña Colada Tea Infusion drink, and it’s
glorious. The only downside is there isn’t
really alcohol in this tropical-flavored drink,
but with pineapple black tea and creamy
coconut milk, you will be washed away in a
sober splendor. Strange, we know. And like
most Starbucks drinks, you can customize
this new addition. Order it unsweetened,
add lemonade, or request more or less
fruit, botanical blends or cane sugar for
your preferred sweetness level. But here is
the best part: it’s available all year long. So
when you’re sitting in class, staring out at the
dreaded falling snow and naked trees, close
your eyes, imagine yourself on a beach, and
enjoy this incredibly long-titled drink starting
at $3.25.

Goodbye Money

The New
Tuition Condition
It’s looking like the Ohio State Board of Trustees approved a
6 percent increase for tuition and fees for incoming in-state
students, while out-of-staters are looking at a 5 percent
increase. For those who struggle with math as much as we do,
that raises in-state tuition by $554 and out-of-state tuition by
$1,466. Yikes! Additionally, room and board prices will notice a
nice 6 percent increase, and dining service costs will increase
by 3 percent. With freshman and sophomores required to live
in dorms for their first two years, we don’t need a degree in
economics to know this approved plan could bring in some
serious revenue for the university.

16
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Straight Cheesin’
Some guy on Twitter sent Chipotle a tweet stating he had
“insider information” that Chipotle is creating a delicious,
mouthwatering queso sauce for your burritos and bowls, and
he said he wanted this information to be simply confirmed or
denied. Unlikely rumors often swirl around the Internet about
Chipotle from people just looking for retweets, but not this
one. Olivia, apparently someone who monitors and helps run
the @ChipotleTweets account, responded, “Confirmed. We are
testing queso.” THIS IS NOT A DRILL PEOPLE. If this means we
can have nachos from Chipotle with their bomb-ass lime chips,
our only complaint will be that we can’t shovel the food in our
face fast enough.

The official announcement for the release
date of the iPhone 8 is supposedly going to be
in September, but the internet already knows
everything about it. The face of the phone
will be all glass, but Apple keeps reassuring
us it will be super strong. Say goodbye to
the headphone jack forever and invest in
some Bluetooth headphones you bitter
anachronistic human. Rumors have it the
phone will charge wirelessly, allowing it to
have a longer battery life. The home button
will no longer be unlocking your world—
more rumors state the phone will read your
face instead of using Touch ID. But there’s a
catch. It’s starting at $1,100. So either visit
the Bank of Mom and Dad, or save all your
money as quickly as possible, because you’ll
want this high-tech machine. That is, until
the iPhone 9 drops.
1870mag.COM • AUGUST 2017 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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AU G U S T s h i t t o d o • Participate

8.25 - 8.26

By 1870 sta ff

Fri 8.18
S o m m e r f e st III

Location: Germania Singing &
Sport Society
Time: 5 p.m.
Admission: Free
Cota Route: 1

This might be the only time where
it is not only acceptable to stand
on your dining table to sing and
dance but encouraged. All of the
classic German favorite foods will
be available, including bratwursts
and cream puffs, but it’s not just
about the incredibly tasty food
being offered. Gulp down a few
Hefeweizens from your gargantuan
32-ounce mug and try out some
of the games being offered. We’re
willing to bet your game playing
abilities will probably see a
slight drop-off as the evening
turns into night.
Web: germaniacolumbus.org

Sat 8.26
R oc k C l i m b i n g F e st

Location: Scioto Audubon
Metro Park

Time: Varies
Admission: Free
Cota Route: 1, 2L, 5 or 1, 5
First one to the top without breaking
both your legs wins! Spend the
beginning of the day learning how to
properly climb a rock wall without
falling to your doom. Then, relax
those tired climbing bones in the
evening by watching a mountain
climbing blockbuster movie,
“Everest.” One day spent rock
climbing and watching this flick and
you’ll be debating rock climbing as
a small side hobby. Spend an entire
weekend and you’ll be applying to
REI so you can show off your skills.
Web: us.eventbu.com

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL
MEDIA TO STAY UPDATED
ON EVENTS
@OUAB
OUAB

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE
FOR STUDENTS OF THE
COLUMBUS CAMPUS!
CONCERTS, COMEDY,
MOVIES, LECTURES, AND
MUCH MORE!

@OUAB
@OUABSNAPS

Fri 8.25 - Sat
8.26
Pa r k S t r e e t

Sat 8.12 - Sun 8.13

Tue 8.15

F e st i va l

F e st i va l Lat i n o

Tast e t h e F utu r e 2 0 1 7

Location: Genoa Park
Time: Varies
Admission: Free
Cota Route: 1

Location: Columbus State
Time: 6 p.m.
Admission: $100
Cota Route: 1, 11

Location: Park St.
Time: Varies
Admission: Free
Cota Route: 1

You better get your dancing shoes
ready. With Charlie Cruz, one of Puerto
Rico’s best salsa dancers, taking the
stage and a tent dedicated strictly to
dancing, the festival promises to be full
of energy. Last year’s festival hosted 29
food vendors so the options for delicious
Latino food are seemingly endless. The
hardest decision you will have to make is
do you hit the dancing tent for the third
time, or take a break with some chips
and salsa?
Web: festivallatino.net

If you have had the joyous experience of
dining at a Cameron Mitchell restaurant, you
know just how delicious a boujee meal can
be. But who cooks these meals? Where do
they find these chefs with an eye and taste
for high profile cuisine? If curiosity is getting
the best of you, check out the Taste the Future
event where fresh college-educated minds are
busting out possibly your next favorite dish.
Yeah, it’s expensive, but we promise you could
spend $100 at Taco Bell and wouldn’t be even
half as satisfied.
Web: foundation.cscc.edu/taste-tickets
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If it’s looking like there’s a festival
every weekend of August, it’s
only because there is. You already
celebrated Irish, Latin, and German
culture earlier in the month, so
you might as well round out your
August with a celebration of good
old Columbus, Ohio. Throw on your
favorite t-shirt with the shape of
Ohio outlined on it and head down
to Park Street for live music and
food from local vendors.
Web: parkstreetfest.com

8.4 - 8.6
1870mag.COM • AUGUST 2017 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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AU G U S T s h i t t o d o • Spectate

8.16

Thu 8.17

Thu 8.24

W e x D r i v e - I n - Z i gg y

Lil Uzi Vert

S ta r d ust a n d t h e
S p i d e r s f r o m Ma r s

Location: Wexner Center For the
Arts

Time: 9 p.m.
Admission: Free

Fri 8.11
D i c k Da l e

Location: Park Street Saloon
Time: 9 p.m.
Admission: $35
Cota: 1
We didn’t know who this guy was until we
looked him up on YouTube. If you’ve seen
“Pulp Fiction,” you’ve definitely heard his iconic
surf guitar chord during the opening scene.
Guess he is still alive and kicking. This show
will definitely be far out, man. Surf's up, dude.

Web: saloon.woodlandsproductions.com

Wed 8.16
D i e A n t w oo r d

Location: Express Live!
Time: 7 p.m.
Admission: $37.50
Cota: 1

You’ve probably watched the video of Ninja
talking about his wild day at Kanye West’s
and Drake’s houses where he ate Kim K’s
famous banana pudding, played Drake in
a game of 3-on-3 basketball, and watched
pornography with Ye and Travis Scott. That
weird ass story is semi-reflective of the crazy
and aggressive show you’ll see.

By 1870 sta ff

Our hearts broke when the legendary
David Bowie passed away last winter.
But we all knew in our mourning
hearts that his stories and music will
live on for hundreds of years to come.
So begins the tributes. The Wex is
celebrating this musical genius with
the 1973 film of the ‘“Leper Messiah”
concert. Watch the personified Ziggy
Stardust sing out classic tunes like
“Wild Eyed Boy From Freecloud” and
“All The Young Dudes,” and cry over the
fact that you were too young to ever

Location: Express Live!
Time: 7 p.m.
Admission: Starting at $45
Cota: 1
It’s crazy that in 2017 one of the biggest songs has the
hook, “I am not afraid to die...push me to the edge, all my
friends are dead.” No, these are not the words from your
favorite early 2000s emo punk band, but they come from
self-proclaimed “rockstar” Lil Uzi Vert. Vert has made a
name for himself over the past few years thanks to social
media and a few chart-topping hits without even having a
debut album out. Even though this show was rescheduled
from early June, this is one you don't want to miss,
especially if he tries to jump off a 20-foot stage straight
into the crowd like he did earlier this year.

Web: promowestlive.com

Tue 8.22

see the historic Bowie on tour.

K e n d r i c k La m a r : T h e

Web: wexarts.org

DA MN . To u r

Fri 8.18 - Sat 8.19
Fas h i o n M e e ts
Mus i c F e st i va l

Location: Fortress Obetz
Time: Varies
Admission: Starting at $50
Cota: 1, 22
Three stages. Two days. One hell
of a mashup of experiences. Over
the past few years with Instagram
and Snapchat documenting EVERY
cool event you attend, it would only
make sense that fashion shows make
music a big part of them. In addition
to seeing some of the year’s hottest
designs from the likes of Michael
Drummond, Horacio Nieto, and
Moskal, you get to catch Fetty Wap,
DNCE, Third Eye Blind, and T-Pain.
Billboard hits and nostalgia will be
running rampant this entire weekend.

Web: fmmf.us

Web: promowestlive.com

Location: Schottenstein Center
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Admission: Starting at $52
Put together "To Pimp a Butterfly's" message, "Section
8.0’s" rawness, and "Good Kid, M.A.A.D. City’s" beats,
and somehow you get “DAMN.” Kendrick’s latest album
was released in April and debuted at number one on the
Billboard album charts. He’s coming to our city
and bringing YG and D.R.A.M. with him.
You’ll want to get tickets soon before they’re gone.

Web: schottensteincenter.com

thu 8.24 - sun 8.27
O b e t z Zu cc h i n i F e st i va l
F e at. t e d n ug e n t

Location: Fortress Obetz
Time: 9 p.m.
Admission: Free
In a world where there is seemingly every type of festival
imaginable, the Obetz Zucchini Festival is a part of this
fest phenomenon. With veggies and resident gun loving
butt rocker "the Nuge," this rock zucchini fest promises
to deliver in a huge way. You best believe you will find the
best zucchinis in the state—that's a promise.

Web: obetzzucchinifest.com
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8.22

Fri 9.1 – Sat 9.2
B r e a k away Mus i c
F e st i va l

Location: MAPFRE Stadium
Time: Varies
Admission: Starts at $95
Cota: 1, 31
This isn’t just a music festival spilling out with
talent. This is our music festival—an annual
renaissance containing paramount acts in the
EDM and hip-hop game. Headliners include
Travis Scott, Lil Yachty, Diplo, and Galantis.
Three stages, two days, 35 artists, and one hell
of a hangover. Time to party.

Web: breakawayfestival.com
1870mag.COM • AUGUST 2017 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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NETFLIX WATCH LIST:
Strange cultural docs

(pop)corn

culture
August REleases
(In Haiku form)
The Hitman’s Bodyguard
Oh Ryan Reynolds,
Who dreamed that you could protect
Samuel Jackson

Detroit
It’s Flin from Star Wars
Keeping Detroit from falling
He’s destined to fail

The Glass Castle
Alcoholism:
The genesis of broken homes
Woody Harrelson

Ingrid Goes West
Instagram famous
What a time to be alive
Or move to LA

Logan Lucky
Another heist flick
Proves to be fashionable
Stars on stars on stars

22
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A Brony Tale

Number Crunch:
Game of Thrones
1
4
8
25
38
72
170
1,343
500 K

The ranking Game of Thrones
has attained among the most
pirated shows in the world. The
Walking Dead is number 2.
Number of decapitations in the
pilot episode.
Countries that Game of
Thrones has been filmed in.

Days it took to shoot last
season’s ambitious The Battle
of the Bastards.

Emmy Awards won, including
two for best drama series.

The number of nude and/or sex
scenes in the show thus far.

The story of grown
ass men that love My
Little Pony, giving
a delightful middle
finger to traditional
gender roles.

GLOW
A look into the zany
world of women’s
professional wrestling,
complete with over-thetop stereotypes and badass heroines dressed
in colorful spandex.

Jesus Camp
A harrowing look into
how some evangelical
churches are not-sosubtly brainwashing
children.

(OR MORE)

Countries in which the
show airs.

Number of characters
(including extras) killed on
Game of Thrones so far.

Number amount of dollars that
will be paid per episode to this
season to the show’s top five
stars: Peter Dinklage, Lena Headey, Kit Harington, Emilia Clarke
and Nikolaj Coster-Waldau.

10 M
23.3 M

Average number of dollars
spent by HBO per episode
during Season 6, a $4 million
jump over the previous season.
The average per-episode
number of views the show
drew last season.

Whores' glory
A visceral examination
into the lives of three
sex workers in three
different countries.

Super high me
30 days of being high all
of the time is probably
just Doug Benson’s life.
For real.
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Party Profiles

TF: Already working on some
awesome surprises for this one.
So stoked. It’s gonna be a party.
Who would your dream
collaborator be?

T h e A rtists of
B r e akaway M usic F e stiva l

C: Zedd, or Calvin Harris. Dancepop legends.
Q: Michael Jackson, Jack
Johnson or Kid Cudi.

STORY BY LE X V EGAS

N

ow back for a third go-round, the Breakaway Fest boasts a handful of hip-hop and EDM heavyweights (Diplo, Lil Yahcty, Travis
Scott) and a packed support bill of rising star. Breakaway is sure to leave your head pounding and ears ringing, for all the best
reasons. Past years have seen performances from Chance The Rapper, Kendrick Lamar, Twenty One Pilots, Rae Sremmurd, and lots of
other cool shit you really like, so what are you waiting for? Get your tickets now and save yourself the embarrassment of missing out
on a hot set from the next big up-and-comer.

TF: I think we’d have to go with
Blink-182. Would be so epic.
Not sure if we would be able to
act normal during the session
though.

Speaking of which, we spoke with a handful of this year’s artists in case we didn’t convince you enough to go.

What other artist are you most
looking forward to seeing at
Breakaway 2017?
C: My label-mate, Ugly God.
Q: There are a bunch of
awesome artists on this festival
that I’m excited to see, but in
particular Cashmere Cat and
Goldlink for sure.

Quinn XCII

Crankdat

Two Friends

Hailing from Detroit, Quinn XCII’s
distinctive sound swings from hiphop to reggae to EDM, garnering
the attention of Columbia and
Atlantic Records. Check out his
latest EP, Bloom.

You may have caught Ohio native
Crankdat when he made his
festival debut on the main stage
at this year’s #Fest in Athens. If
not get acquainted with his recent
collaboration single with Jauz, “I
Hold Still” and find out why he’s
was named one of YourEDM.com’s
“2017 Artists to Watch.”

This L.A.-based duo specializes
in banging remixes, and they’ve
racked up more than 70 million
Spotify and Soundcloud streams
from dedicated fans. Their latest EP
is 2017’s Out of Love.

What is your craziest festival
experience, either playing or attending?
Crankdat: I got stuck in a mosh-pit
when The Chainsmokers opened their
#14fest set with “Game Over.”
Quinn XCII: So far, playing at Firefly
Festival this past June was really special.
There were about 4,000 people at my
set and everyone in the crowd was super
positive and had great energy. No crazy
story in particular from it, just one of my
favorite shows for sure.

24

Two Friends: Going to Coachella
when we’re 12 years old was wild in
retrospect, haha. Not sure how we got
invited, but a friend’s parents dropped us
all off without realizing that it might not
be the best place for three 12-year-olds
to be wandering around alone. But we’re
grateful for that day because it played a
big part in opening our eyes and getting
us hooked on so many new artists and
genres.
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TF: We actually just put out a
fun remix of iSpy, so we’re pretty
pumped to see KYLE and Lil
Yachty do that one- love that
both of them will be there.
How is EDM making America
great again?
C: Serious Question? Serious
answer. EDM is expanding
beyond its own confines and
branching into other genres while
transforming itself entirely at the
same time. The final product is
electronic-influenced Pop, HipHop, Indie, etc. Genres outside of
EDM are drawing influence from
it and vice-versa, which means
we get to experience new and
creative music.

Why should people definitely catch your
set at Breakaway 2017?
C: I’m going to have a LOOOT of new
music to premiere at that point. One
month from now will be very different
from today.
Q: My set is full of high energy and easy
going vibes that I think fans will enjoy
seeing in person. It’s a fun show, whether
or not you’re already familiar with my
music I think anyone can connect to it
live.

TF: Getting people dancing plus
giving people the feels plus
making people’s ears happy
seems like a recipe for greatness.

PHOTOS PROV IDED BY BREAKAWAY FESTI VAL

What song do you remember
most from your childhood?

C: “Party in the USA” by Miley
Cyrus. Don’t ask.
Q: “Move Along” by The AllAmerican Rejects
TF: (Eli) All of Eminem’s “The
Eminem Show.” Probably scared
my parents while listening to that
in the car on the way to school.
(Matt) Any classic “Dad rock”
song as my friends would say.
Like Bruce Springsteen or The
Eagles.
If you could only bring one thing
with you to a party, what would
it be?
C: Can’t remember the last time
I went to a party, and I’m pretty
sure I didn’t bring anything with
me when I went so my answer is
null and void.
Q: FIFA
TF: A hot tub.
How would you blow your entire
performance fee in one day?
Q: I’d blow it all on clothes off
eBay.
TF: Figure out a way to rent out
the course they used on the TV
show “Wipeout” to throw the
best party of all-time.
Bang, Marry, Kill: Diplo, Lil
Yachty, Travis Scott
Q: I’m guessing this question
doesn’t apply to me, but all those
dudes seem chill, so I’d be down
to be friends with them.
TF: I asked my mom to answer
for us, and she says bang Lil
Yachty, marry Travis Scott, kill
Diplo. Worth noting she has
absolutely no idea who any of
them are.

For the full 2017 Breakaway
lineup amd information on
ticket prices, visit:
breakawayfestival.com
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Welcome To The Clubhouse
Campus pop band rises up the ranks

S to ry by l e x v e g a s

I

t’s no wonder the members of Clubhouse make such feel-good music—
the kind of sun-soaked pop morsels
that sound like the songs themselves should have sunglasses on.
The band has a lot of good things
coming their way these days, some
might say their future’s so bright… well
you know the rest.
For the uninitiated, Clubhouse is one
of Columbus’s hottest young bands, although the quintet’s influence stretches
far beyond the city borders. Their breezy
tunes have garnered over 1,000,000
plays on Spotify and earned the band
a dedicated fan base who travel from
states away to watch them perform.
“The fans are awesome, I never
thought we’d develop a home following as quickly as we did,” says keyboardist Mike Berthold. “They are truly the best, we wouldn’t have been able
to progress anywhere near the speed
that we have without them.”How dedicated is this fan base you ask? Enough
to help the boys defeat thousands of
other artists from around the world in
the Firefly Big Break Global Competition and land them a slot on the Firefly
Music Festival in Dover, DE this past
June, playing alongside acts including
Chance The Rapper, The Weeknd, and
fellow Ohioans, Twenty One Pilots.
“It came down to a voting competition, and there were so many friends
and family that helped us land the
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spot,” gushes singer Max Reichert.
“Getting to travel across the country
with my friends was a dream come
true, and being able to play a festival
of that size was something I had been
dreaming about since I was a little kid.
Crazy to see it happen.”
That show was just the latest in a
string of high-profile gigs the group
has scored in its relatively brief career,
having already opened for major artists like Haim, Passion Pit, and Matt
& Kim since they formed in March
2014. The band, which also includes
bassist Ben Saulnier and brothers Zak
and Ari Blumer, made a particularly
beneficial ally in December 2015 when
Clubhouse was voted to open the annual CD102.5 Holiday Show, which
also featured Silversun Pickups, Wolf
Alice, and Foals.
“It was our first time playing such
a big venue, and a sold out crowd, so
it’s something we’ll always remember,” says Ari, who handles lead guitar.
“[CD102.5] has been incredibly supportive of us over the years, and we’re
very thankful to have such an awesome
independently owned station so close
to home.”
The members claim influences including Foster The People, Walk The
Moon, The 1975, even Frank Ocean
and EDM artists, creating a collective
sound that appeals to a wide spectrum of listeners. Their latest single
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“Kyra” is exactly the type of jangly,
effervescent pop that one can imagine
pouring out of convertibles and shopping malls nationwide.

"Getting to travel
across the country
with my friends
was a dream come
true, and being able
to play a festival
of that size was
something I had been
dreaming about
since I was a little
kid. Crazy to see it
happen.”
Though Clubhouse has release just
four songs so far, they’ve collaborated
on a number of remixes, each breathing
new life into the core of the track. In
fact, their most popular track on Spotify is “Run Away (Bud Magne Remix)”,
which has almost 400,000 plays on it’s
own, and the group recently released a
video for it using drone footage shot by
band friend Joe Binford during an extended visit to L.A. in 2016.
“Remixes allow us to not corner
ourselves into one genre or audience,”
p h oto by N i c ko l a s Oat l e y

Ari explains. “We want our music to
reach as many people as possible and
for people to be able to play our music in
any environment. We also just really enjoy collaborating with other artists and
remixes are a great way to do that.”
Currently Clubhouse intends to lighten their busy live schedule to focus on
crafting fresh material, songs which will
likely surface in the form of a new EP later this year, though they’re keeping their
options open.
“Plans coming up are just to write as
much as we can and keep developing as a
band,” says Saulnier. “Maybe a [full-length]
in the future, but I don’t think we’re trying
to rush into an album until we have some
serious time to dedicate to writing.”
Regardless of what the next chapter
in Clubhouse’s story holds, one can be
sure there will be plenty of people following along. The club’s filling up quick,
make sure to get in while you still can.

Favorite band practice snack?
“Chips and guac all the way!”

What do you listen to in the
van? “The Aladdin Soundtrack.”

Worst show experience? "This
was before we were Clubhouse, but one
time we accidentally got on a hardcore
punk show. We didn’t realize it until we
started playing a Colbie Cailatt cover…It
was incredibly awkward.”

Favorite band TV show?
“Recently, we’ve been watching this show
called Kid Killers, which is basically a
bunch of dramatized stories of young kids
becoming murderous. Pretty crazy stuff.”

Most memorable fan interaction? “We were playing a show in
Fairfax, Virginia and after finishing our set
a mother came up to us and had us sign
her baby.”

For more information show dates and
downloads, visit clubhouseband.com.
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From Akron to Iraq

F

Talk about your high school
soccer experience leading into
college. [After winning states the
season before], my senior year at
Gahanna Lincoln, we were really
talented. We just didn’t always
put it together. It was a great
experience—to now see guys like
Alex Crognale on the professional
team here, who I played with in
high school, and a couple other
guys who played Division 1. [For
college], Caleb Porter with Akron
was very adamant and persuasive
in his recruiting process. You go
there and see the players that they
churn out year after year, and it
was hard for me not to say yes.
How would you describe your early
journey with the Crew? As a 19 or
20-year-old rookie, I didn’t really
know what to expect, and I was
busy with the U.S. Under-20 team.
We had our World Cup qualifying
and the U-World Cup, so the
first half of the year I was really
preoccupied with that. My first
game back from the World Cup
was my Crew debut, and then I
started the rest of the season.

Wil Trapp
Born: Jan. 15, 1993 in Columbus, Ohio
College: University of Akron
Drafted: Signed with the Columbus Crew
in 2012
Position: Midfielder
Career Accolades:
- Member of the United States national
team
- Mid-American Conference Men's
Soccer Newcomer of the Year (2011)
- U.S. Soccer Young Male Athlete
of the Year (2013)
- MLS All-Star (2016)

What’s been your favorite moment
so far with the club? Anytime you
make a late playoff run and get
to the MLS Cup, it’s a highlight.
Unfortunately, we lost the game, but
the experience and seeing what it
takes to get there, and seeing what it
takes to win it—all of it excites me.
What’s your vision for the club?
For the team right now, we’re just
focused on making the playoffs.
Year after year in this league,
it’s just “make the playoffs,”
and anything can happen.

S to ry by C h r i s P e n n i n g to n
P h oto s by Da n i e l H e r l e n s k y

What got you into soccer?
Soccer was heavily influenced on me at
a young age. I have three older brothers,
two who played consistently. My uncle
played back home in Iraq and in
college. He trained me as much
as my brothers trained me
in the backyard. You
fall in love with the
game at a young age
when everyone
close around you
starts playing.

rom making it to the MLS Cup finals a couple years ago to just missing the playoffs last
season, this Columbus Crew Soccer Club is in a place of a minor identity crisis—a club
continually leaning on the cusp of national significance.
What holds the squad together is leadership and talent from a diverse group of players.
We sat down with two members of the club—one a Columbus native, the other with
international origins—to learn about their journey to becoming a player for the Crew today and
what they expect from their team in the near future.

What got you into soccer?
I played a bunch of different
sports when I was a kid, but
soccer was the one that I just
enjoyed the most. My brother and
sister are older than me and they
played, so I was just kind of the
younger brother following in their
footsteps. I enjoyed it, found out I
was good at it, and kept playing.

Meeting the diverse players
from The Columbus Crew

Talk about your high school soccer
experience leading into college.
In high school, I was all-state and a
conference champion. I wasn’t recruited
by anybody; that was it for me. Then my
family moved to Arizona. One day, I was
training with my brothers for their men’s
league at a practice, and an alumnus from
Yavapai College was there and saw me
and talked to me…the alumnus called the
head coach [Mike Pantalione] who gave me
a walk-on spot—the rest is history. I won
two national titles and the National Player
of the Year, and that was just a kid who
was found in a park. Michigan later came
in and gave me a full ride.
How would you describe your early
journey with the Crew? I didn’t even
dress or make the game day rosters for
the first 12 or 13 games. Then I ended
up playing 17 games as rookie and had a
couple of assists. I came into my second
year wanting to make a real impact
and play real minutes. I had
three goals [in a three-game
stretch]. I remember
thinking, “Wow, I made
it.” Then I got benched
for a month and a half. I
was a young kid with lost
confidence. Then, a new
coaching staff came in and saw my talent
and development. I didn’t start right
away, but a player injury gave me a footin-the-door, and I never looked back. I’ve
been starting for the most part of the past
three years.

Justin Meram
Born: Dec. 4, 1988 in Shelby Charter
Township, Michigan
College: Yavapai College/University
of Michigan
Drafted: First round, 15th overall (2011)
Position: Midfielder
Career Accolades:
- Member of the Iraq national team
- National Junior College Player of the Year (2008)
- All-Big Ten second team (2009, 2010)
- Scored fastest goal in MLS Cup playoff history
- As of 7/14, is ranked third this season on the Crew
in goals (eight) and first in assists (six)

What’s been your favorite moment so
far with the club? Scoring nine seconds
into the Eastern Conference Finals. Scoring
in the 94th minute in Seattle to win the
game in front of 50,000 fans, and recently
scoring a hat-trick and the game winner on
the road. Those three moments are ones
that I will share with my kids one day.
What’s your vision for the club?
Right now, our vision is to stay above the
red line and make the playoffs. We know
damn well that no team wants to play us in
the playoffs because we’re so hard to beat.
For more info on how to see The Crew in action,
visit columbuscrewsc.com.
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Your mom will love her ceramic vase for
Mother’s Day. Probably.

W

e have all suffered through our share of straight-up dreadful classes. You know, the ones
where you stare at the clock and catch the second hand moving backwards a few times.
College is supposed to be your glory years, and trust us, if you do it right, it is—but, to use

4
mom

We get it, in real life you are #extremely
cool. But we’ve seen your Twitter game,
and your memes just aren’t dank enough.
After this class, I can already see your next
meme tweet getting stolen by @Dory.

Cardale Jones’s terminology, sometimes you gotta play school.

most, the trial-and-error method is the only option. But you have enough on your plate with those core
requirements, and the trial-and-error method isn’t exactly viable when you (or your parents) are paying

Get active
32

KNSFHP 1146:
Boxing for Beginners

Learn about some nature, what to do if a
bear attacks you, or some other cool ass
survival tips and then put them to the
test by spending a day hiking through
the woods and setting up a camp to
spend the night. Hopefully, your knowledge on bear attacks will not be put to
the test.

*Queues up “Eye of the Tiger”* Throw on that groutfit
and kick some ass!

KNSFHP 1141:
Wall Climbing 1
One day you’re just learning about wall
climbing and practicing in Columbus,
the next you are scaling the largest
mountains in all of America. Or maybe
not, but you gotta start somewhere.

KNSFHP 1172.01:
Self Defense
for Women
On a serious note, you can never be too prepared
or safe. This class teaches you more than just
kicking and punching creeps in the
privates—it focuses on confidence
and awareness if a scary situation
ever were to arise.

Get credits

more than $20,000 a year. That’s why you have us—old and crusty college graduates who have seen it

KNSFHP 1139.03:
Backpacking 1

FDSCTE 1120:
Wine and Beer
in Western Culture
(Online)
We know, we know...you’re not 21 yet, so finding a
way to get alcohol to do the homework is probably
impossible because you’d never partake in underage drinking. Luckily, there are always two different
assignments where one doesn’t require drinking.

ARTEDUC 2367.03:
Criticizing Television
Besides watching all kinds of TV in class, your
homework assignments are literally, “go watch
TV and keep up a blog about it.”

HISTART 2901:
Introduction to
World Cinema
The most beautiful thing about this class: no
homework. Apparently, all you gotta do is show
up, pay attention, and write a few in-class essays.
No sweat, no tears.

KNSFHP 1195.01:
Yoga 1

KNSFHP 1102:
First Aid and CPR

It’s time to do some downward dogs
and shit. Stretch out those tired bones
while you work on fiding your inner zen
and aligning your chakras.

If you are looking for the perfect two-credit-hour
filler class on the entire planet, you need not look
any further. Plus, you might get to make out with a
lifeless dummy.
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A class where you can give out your hot takes, makeup
tutorials, and definitive lists of best WWE wrestlers of alltime to an audience that is scholastically required to listen.

ENGLISH 2463:
Introduction to
Video Game Analysis
You bring the Red Bulls and we’ll grab a few bags of Doritos
and we can have all nighters “studying” for this class.

Some might have been lucky enough to have a sibling make the journey through college first, but for

all—to help take the stress away. Add these classes now and thank us later.

ART 2601:
Podcasting

ART 2500:
Visual Studies:
Digital Images
Manipulation

18 filler classes you actually want t0 take

Want to increase your Instragram likes by 200 percent
and finally beat Jessica from high school for most liked
photo of the day?

Get creative

The
Fall Roster

ART 2555:
Photography 1

ART 2502:
Introduction
to Ceramics

Learn something new

COMPSTD 3606:
The Quest in
World Literature
Book lists for literature classes are typically boring, but not these. They are just
bad ass—epic stories about epic heroes...oh, and you get to watch a bunch
of good movies too.

EARTHSCI 1105:
Geology of
National Parks
After this class, you can impress all
your friends on your next hiking trip as
you look at some dandelions and proclaim, “Oh, those are just your simple
taraxacums.”

GEO 2400:
Economic and
Social Geography
Someone on Twitter who is much more
clever than us tweeted something like
(paraphrasing) “Half of the Midwest is
opioid dystopia and the other half is a
gentrified playground.” You’ll understand that tweet after this class.

GERMAN 3252:
The Holocaust
in German
Literature
and Film
We all know how World War
II ended, but the horrors and
atrocities that happened in the
Holocaust put a grander perspective on the entire war. Plus,
you get to watch tons of sad
movies in class. Hooray!

MEATSCI 2010:
BBQ SCIENCE
It’s required that you wear
white New Balance tennis
shoes with white crew socks,
cargo shorts, and a “Grill Daddy” apron to class. Also, you
can tell your dad to step to the
side when you go home for fall
break because you are making
the ribs this year.
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In the Club

here are a bunch of reasons to join a club (or 10) while in college, but they all boil
down to one lingering sentiment: don't be a misanthropic hermit. After all, clubs
fill up time you may otherwise spend getting drunk alone in your dorm room and
introduce you to people with similar interests whom you may want to get drunk with
instead. There’s also resume-building, networking, and other things that will help you become
a real-life adult once you leave college.
Ohio State has damn near 1,400 student organizations to choose from, so we weeded
through the directory and picked out 50 of the most fun and absurd clubs for you to join.

Active/Fitness
Tai Chi Club

Meditation fighting at its finest.

Curling Club

We're talking about that bizarre Canadian sport that
involves tiny brooms on an ice rink.

Bass Fishing Club

Ever play one of those pro bass fishing video games when
you were younger? It’s like that except you’re 100x more
liable to get a hook in your hand.

4-Wall Handball Club

We’ve gained a new appreciation for the sport of
handball, and incorporating four solid walls has made it
that much more competitive.

Benchball Club

Imagine if dodgeball and soccer had a love child...

Buckeye Broomball

All you have to do is create a team with the work “puck”
cleverly inserted into the name in order to play.
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Archery Club

Do you really think you can be as good as Katniss
Everdeen or the Green Arrow?

Recess Club

No matter how old you are, recess will ALWAYS be
the best part of your day. Especially when Red Rover
and Simon Says are involved (minus the wedgies).

Waterski Club

Who knew people went waterskiing in Columbus?
Alum Creek for life.

Concrete Canoe Team

You build a canoe completely made out of concrete
and then try to put it in water. Sign your waiver now.

Juggling club

Remember when we were kids and tried to learn how to
juggle until it didn’t become socially acceptable anymore?
Be that cool kid again. (Sorry juggalos, we are sure there is
a non-sanctioned club for you.)
1870mag.COM • AUGUST 2017 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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Gaming/Nerd Culture

Music

Cosplay Club

RapPreciation Club

Dibs on Sailor Mars.

Vinyl Club

Come on, you know you’ve always wanted to
settle the score with your nemesis with a kickass lightsaber! Just don’t let your dad find out.

We can only postulate this club entails
listening to Nas' "Illmatic" on repeat for three
hours while rolling dice.

Quidditch League

J.K. Rowling inadvertently created her own sport when she
wrote the Harry Potter books. You don’t use that broom for
sweeping, anyway.

Buckeye Lightsaber Duel

Hipsters unite! Wait, if everyone collects vinyls
now, is it still hip?

Video Game Discussion Club

What is there to discuss? Mario’s plumbing credentials?

Buckeye Pokémon League

PEW!
PEW!

Even though Pokémon Go kind of died out,
there are still people just as passionate about
augmented reality as you.

Ukulele Club

Learn how to play the mini-guitar. If this
doesn’t get you attention from the opposite
gender, then they are probably cooler than you.

Intergalactic Sci-fi Club

We are picturing a couple kids dressed as
Klingons sitting around debating the likelihood
of warp speed.

Freestyle Rap and Beatbox Club
Anyone, and we mean anyone, can become a
rapper nowadays. Just add “lil” to a random
group of nouns, and you’re good!
Lil’ taco sounding off.

Magic: The Gathering @ OSU

Learn how to play one of the nerdiest card games in the world.
Compete in high-level tournaments with fellow Planeswalkers
or just for funsies.

League of Legends Club

Looks like you don’t have to be a shut-in to
play this game after all!

Lego Brick Club

Nerd Herd Plastic Modeling

De-stressing by playing with Legos? We’re totally in! Just don’t
show up barefoot or you will be in for a painful surprise.

All the tiny tools and paints you could ever wish for
without leaving campus. Bring that magnifying glass.

Special Interest
Academic
European Baking Club

Cream puffs, crescents, crumpets, and
coconut bars, oh my!

Tea Friends Club

Finally, you don’t have to have tea with a
party of stuffed critters in your bedroom.

Backburner Sketch
Comedy Group

For any of you out there that has aspiring SNL
dreams...you will more likely end up being
marginally internet famous for your Jon Snow
impersonation.

Buckeye Stand-up Comedy Club
Two men walk into a bar and the third one
ducked. Sign us up please, thanks.

Cannabis Coalition

Hands down the best snack selection of all
the clubs. Worst at getting things done.

Kinksters

Yup, it’s exactly what you think it is. Just don’t
forget your safe word.
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Lock-Picking Club

Impress your friends by breaking into their house.

Wikipedia Connection

Ever wanted to edit random Wiki articles without
feeling guilty afterwards? Anyone?

Rubik’s Cube Club

Otherwise known as the future brain surgeons and
engineers of America club.

TOMS Club

Yup, TOMS as in the shoes. What a wild and
crazy time to be alive.

United Students
Against Sweatshops

Insta-banned if you show up wearing old Nike’s
while holding an iPhone.

Magicians Club

Now is your chance to really make all of your
friends disappear.

Happiest Club on Campus:
A Disney-Themed Club

We are hoping this is post-blackface/anti-semitic
Disney appreciation.

Contact Lens
Advancement Society

Ornithology Club

Optometry students, this one’s for you. Or
eyeball fetishists.

Artificial Intelligence Club

Finally, a technological being that is willing to
put up with your uninteresting conversational
skills. Bonus points if you fall in love.

Quarter-Scale Tractor
Student Design Team

We know you’ve always wanted to compete
in the International Quarter Scale Tractor
Student Design Competition. Well, now is
your chance!

Plastic Surgery
Interest Group

Everything you’ve ever wanted to know about
boob jobs and liposuction can be found here.

Poultry Science Club

Birds on birds on birds! Now you can pretend
your binoculars aren’t just for creeping.

Turf Club

Turfgrass management majors, whoever the
hell you are, here are your people.

Theme Park
Engineering Group

Who knew Rollercoaster Tycoon could take
you this far?

Ultrasound Interest Group

These guys will probably have your back if
you get preggers.

Underwater Robotics Team

Build your own autonomous underwater
vehicle so you can finally find that lost
contact lens in the bottom of the wave pool
at Zoombeezi Bay.

Chickens need love too!
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To Greek or

not to Greek

Ahhh greek life...Ill-behaved chapters have gotten tons of news coverage lately due to unsavory
gender roles, but this isn’t always the case. Greek chapters offer camaraderie on college and
philanthropic endeavors to bolster the resume. Most movies related to greek life portray chapters
in just two of the four councils on OSU’s campus. The fraternities and sororities in the Panhellenic
Association and Interfraternity Council are some of the more recognized Greek-lettered chapters,
but I bet you’ve never heard of the Divine Nine or multicultural greek organizations. Here’s the
rundown on all four councils and how you can get involved with them.

M u lt i c u lt u ra l
G r e e k Co u n c i l
.

Pa n h e l l e n i c
Ass o c i at i o n

I n t e r f rat e r n i t y
Co u n c i l

This is the council for cultural- and service-oriented
Greek-lettered sororities and fraternities. These chapters work to explore diverse backgrounds and cultures
and host several events each year including the Cultural
Showcase and Making Cultural Greeks Count Week.
How to join: Register for recruitment at
go.osu.edu/gogreek.

When you think screaming cheers and oversized Comfort
Colors t-shirts, you’re thinking Panhellenic chapters. Obnoxious stereotypes aside, Panhellenic chapters strive to empower women through leadership roles and community service.
How to join: Formal recruitment occurs the first
two weekends of spring semester. To register visit
go.osu.edu/gogreek.
How many chapters at OSU? 17 of 26
national chapters.
What to expect: Weekly chapter meetings, at
least one philanthropic event each year, matching outfits,
large houses, and lots of friends.
Bet you didn’t know: Sororities were started
as a place where women could speak freely about policy,
literature, and other important things at a time when that
wasn’t acceptable.
Five You might Recognize: Zeta Tau Alpha
(Zeta), Delta Gamma (DG), Alpha Phi, Delta Delta Delta
(TriDelt), Pi Beta Phi (PiPhi).
osupha.com
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Shotgunning beer is encouraged, but not mandatory. The
IFC promotes being positive leaders on campus in the
greater Columbus area and around the world, and strives
to establish common ground among all brothers.
How to join: IFC recruitment is occurs in the
fall and is pretty informal. Attend an information
session in September and register at
go.osu.edu/gogreek.
How many chapters at OSU? 36 of the
75 national chapters.
What to expect: Chapter meetings, Natty
Light, networking opportunities, brotherhood, brotherhood, and more brotherhood.

N at i o n a l
Pa n - H e l l e n i c
Co u n c i l ( D i v i n e N i n e )
This council is home to the nine historically African-American Greek-lettered fraternities and sororities. Established in an age when racial discrimination plagued African Americans, the rise of these organizations showed
that despite hardships, African Americans refused to accept inferiority.
Now each organization promotes community awareness and action
through educational, economic, and cultural service activities.

How many chapters at OSU? 10 chapters and colonies.

How to join: Each organization has its own unique ritual intake
process, but all interested in joining must complete the NPHC Leadership course.

What to expect: Campus and community
service, smaller chapters, diversity and multicultural
awareness.

How many chapters at OSU? All nine of them

Bet you didn’t know: This is the most
culturally diverse council with traditionally Latino,
Asian, LGBT, and academic chapters among others.
Five You might Recognize: Evans
Scholars, Gamma Rho Lambda (LGBT sorority), Phi
Delta Psi (Asian-interest fraternity), Sigma Lambda
Gamma (Latina-based sorority), Sigma Phi Beta
(LGBT fraternity).
mcgcohiostate.com

What to expect: Some stepping and strolling and an appreciation for African American heritage
Bet you didn’t know: The council holds an annual stroll
competition to show off synchronized dances members perform at
competitive, ritual, and social events. Look up “NPHC strolling” on
YouTube. You won’t regret it.
Five you might recognize: Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc.,
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc., Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.,
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
nphcohiostate.com

Bet you didn’t know: 20 U.S. presidents
have been members of fraternities.
Five you might recognize: Sigma Phi
Epsilon (SigEp), Pi Kappa Alpha (PIKE), Phi Delta
Theta (Phi Delt), Delta Tau Delta (Delts), Sigma Chi.
ifcohiostate.com

B e t Yo u D i d n ’ t K n ow
• 12% of OSU students are involved in Greek life
• Avg GPA of all OSU Greek members: (3.35)
• Highest Panhellenic avg: Kappa Alpha Theta (3.65)
• Highest IFC avg: Sigma Phi Epsilon (3.59)
• Highest MCGC avg: Evans Scholars (3.43)
• Highest NPHC avg: Alpha Kappa Alpha (3.22)

• 45 chapters maintain chapter facilities or houses
• Over 20 percent of OSU greeks attend leadership
development programs
• Completed 58,740 hours of community service and
raised over $385,270 for philanthropies
• All of the Apollo 11 astronauts belonged to a sorority
or fraternity
1870mag.COM • AUGUST 2017 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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THE
LEADER
BOARD

Top
Five Greatest
Buckeye Athletes of All-Time

S

o you came to one of the
biggest sports universities
in the country and you just
happen to know nothing
about sports. Big whoop,
right? Wrong. Well, sort of. You won’t be
chased off campus by an angry mob armed
with pitchforks and torches (at least until
football season starts), but you may find
yourself a step or two behind in conversations
as the semester starts.
Here, you can learn about the infamous
athletes that graced our campus before our
parents even considered having children. Now
you are well equipped to toss out some trivial
knowledge to the potential new friend across
the aisle from you in your calc lecture.

5. Jerry Lucas
Men’s Basketball (1959-1962)

Lucas will always be remembered as the personification of the
college athlete—mainly because he never even attempted to
go pro due to reoccurring knee injuries. He led the Buckeyes to
three straight national championship games, taking home a title
in 1960. He is the only player to this date to have a 30-30 line
NCAA tournament game, (33 points and 30 rebounds). During
just his freshman season, he averaged 26 points and 16 rebounds
per game while shooting an NCAA record 63 percent field goal
average, leading his team to an impressive 78-6 record during his
three-year career. His jersey was the second ever retired jersey in any
sport at Ohio State.

WE’RE JUST
AROUND THE
CORNER FROM
EVERYWHERE
YOU WANT
TO BE.
WELCOME
HOME.
Managed by

4. Katie Smith

TheKingApartments.com
614.404.9978

Women’s Basketball (1992-1996)

During her colligate career, Smith broke the all-time points record
for both women’s and men’s basketball at the university. As a
freshman, she led her squad to a Big 10 championship and the
NCAA title game. She went on to play professionally in 1999,
finishing up as a two-time Big 10 Conference Player of the Year.
In 2002, Smith was named the university’s, “Best Female Athlete
of the 20th Century” by the Ohio State Touchdown Club. In 2001,
Smith was the first female athlete to have her number retired by
Ohio State. What a badass.
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Honorable

3. Archie Griffin
Football (1972-1975)

Griffin is the only collegiate football player to ever win the Heisman Trophy
twice. That alone is enough to put him into the top three. Griffin is also one
of two players to win the Big Ten Most Valuable Player Award twice. He led
his team to be Big Ten Conference Championships four times, and holds the
NCAA record for rushing 100 yards in 31-straight games. 31. Straight. Games.

2. Jack Nicklaus
Golf (1957-1961)

It was a tough verdict to place the Golden Bear and publically claimed
best golfer of all time in the number two slot, but we’ll explain why at
the next blurb. During his career at Ohio State, Nicklaus won the U.S.
Amateur twice and an NCAA Championship and a Big Ten Championship. He holds the record for six Masters Tournament victories as well
as 18 career major championships, and yes, those aren’t collegiate, but
it’s pretty damn impressive.
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Greg Oden
Men’s basketball
(2006-2007)
I know what you’re thinking, but hold on. The
dude dominated college basketball with his
off-hand once he broke it midway through
the season. As a freshman he led his Ohio
State squad to the national championship
game, only to get beaten by a future NBA
coach and three future NBA players, two of
whom are all-stars. He may not have panned
out in the NBA, but as a Buckeye, he has
been one of the best.

Blaine
Wilson
Men’s artistic
gymnastics (1994-1997)
Wilson was a six-time NCAA Champion and
was named the Big Ten Gymnast of the Year
three times. He also won seven individual
Big Ten titles, all of these done in a sport
where you cannot rely on teammates. He
then went on to win five U.S. championships,
which, again, doesn’t have much to do with
his college career, but that’s just crazy in an
individual sport.

1. Jessie Owens

Eddie
George

Men’s Track and Field (1935-1936)

Football (1992-1995)

This was a man that changed more than a sport—he changed a
cultural mindset. Accolades alone, he is one of the best, winning eight
national championships in a two-year span. In the midst of facing tremendous racial discrimination, he won four gold medals at the 1936
Olympics while he was still in college, smearing his glory in the faces
of defeated Nazis. This man is a legend, leading the way for a transformation of the perception of African-American athletes for decades
to come. Sports end. Love doesn’t. He’s the greatest Buckeye.
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mentions:

Most people consider George as the close
second to the legacy of Griffin. George is
no measly shadow though—he holds the
Ohio State record for most rushing yards in a
game, as well as yards in a season with 1,927
and most touchdowns with 24. He is also
a unanimous All-American, a Big Ten Most
Valuable Player winner, and a Heisman Trophy
wwinner. He also has three games in which
he rushed for 200 yards, another Ohio State
record.
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Buckeye
Fitness
Living and
Exercise
If you are looking to turn that soft
body into a hard body,
look no further.
Contact:
derubbo.1@osu.edu

Fitness
and Nature
Sports

ou’ve made it! You’re out of the bubble of
high school and watchful authority of your
guardians back home. And you know what
that means: pizza for breakfast, ice cream
always on tap, and never anything green.
But we have to be honest with ourselves, that will be
great for about a total of two and a half weeks. Then you
will be throwing up profusely, wishing you had a salad, and
wondering why you get out of breath just from walking
across your dorm room.
You want to feel healthy, you want to be healthy, but
you also want a lot of tacos. You don’t have to eat kale
every day, but it will take somewhat of a commitment.
You can still enjoy your favorite foods and that’s all
possible thanks to staying knowledgeable and staying fit.
So own it. Make it your own thing. Enjoy the process,
nay, TRUST the process.

Hey, we all want to avoid the gym as
much as possible but still be fit. Why
not try out some hiking where you can
not only get those glutes looking photoshoot fresh, but enjoy the beautiful
sites of Ohio’s nature?

Y

OOH
LA
LA!

Contact:
mintz.36@osu.edu

Fitness-related
clubs
Be real, you want to meet people while at college. You know you’re
dying to find someone to take to that new coffee house you just
read about. So why not take care of your body and who knows,
maybe you’ll find your next coffee date.

HWIH 1100:
Health
and Fitness

HWIH 2110:

Courses to
keep the core:
Learn about fitness, wellness, and health.
You might as well since it’s for your
benefit, and you’re destroying your life
savings going here anyway!
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Health Athlete

HWIH 2220:
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Wellness
in Chronic
Conditions I

HWIH 3110:

Life
Enhancement
and Personal
Wellness

HWIH 3230:
Coaching
for Health
Improvement

Rock
Climbing
Team
It’s not good enough to just rock climb
with these guys and girls. They want to
get to the top and fast.
Contact:
dlugosz.2@osu.edu

Jump
Rope Club
Remember chanting “Cinderella, dressed
in yellow, went upstairs to kiss her fellow,
by mistake, she kissed a snake, how many
doctors did it take? 1..2...3…” in middle
school? If not, you better brush up on
your double dutch chants!
Contact:
osujumprope@gmail.com
1870mag.COM • AUGUST 2017 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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Honorable
Mentions:
Jesse Owens North Recreation Center,
Jesse Owens West Tennis Center, North
Recreation Center, Outdoor Adventure
Center, and various outdoor facilities.

Best apps
(not appetizers)
to keep you
in shape

You’ve already paid for them so…

Apparently there are other apps for your phone other
than Snapchat and Twitter. This is news to us too. Since
you’re already staring downwards 24/7 at your screen,
you might as well use it for some good.

Jesse Owens South
Recreation Center
(JO South)

Sworkit

Amenities: Workout facility, two indoor basketball courts,
and a table tennis area.

Get rid of the complication of workout plans and reps
and let Sworkit do the work for you. More muscle on
your arms and less being used by your brain.

Couch to 5K
This app leads you through the steps that in
just nine weeks by taking a half an hour run for
only three days a week, you’ll be ready for a 5K.

Pocket Yoga
Be guided through an entire session of yoga from
the comfort of your dorm room with this app. Unless you have an odd roommate, the stress of being
checked out by creepy guys (or girls, potentially)
almost completely eliminated.

7 Minute
Workout
This app runs you through 12 highly-intense body
workouts for just seven minutes a day for those
of you who can’t even stop to breathe because of
how busy you are.
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Recreation and
Physical Activity
Center (RPAC)
Amenities: Workout facility, aquatic center, lactation room,
dining, four gyms with 12 multipurpose wood courts, four
squash courts with moveable side walls and glass back
walls, 10 racquetball courts with glass back walls, four-lane
jogging/walking track, and five multipurpose rooms.

Adventure
Recreation
Center (ARC)
Amenities: Workout facility, two indoor turf fields, and four
indoor basketball courts that can be converted into five
volleyball courts.

Fall
Intramural
Sports
This is your time to shine. If it wasn’t for
your bum knee, you’d be a state champ.

Badminton
Baseball
Battleship
CoRec Basketball
Cornhole
Disc Golf
Dodgeball
Fast Pitch
Flag Football
Friday Night Lights
Outdoor Soccer
Racquetball
Sand Volleyball
Table Tennis
Team Tennis
3 V 3 Ice Hockey
Slow Pitch Softball
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Sweet Ways TO Use Your BuckID

S

winging your dirty laundry over your shoulder and
grabbing a bag of old quarters, you make your way
down to the basement of your dorm. Time for the
most annoying adult chore ever. Upon entering,
you notice some students swiping their BuckID in order
to pay for a clean load. You snicker—why take the time
uploading cash onto your student card when you can use
loose change? Oh, you fresh buckeye, didn’t you hear?
There is so much more to that red little rectangle then you
can imagine.
Introducing another aspect of your BuckID: an actual debit card. A system OSU calls convenient, and we
couldn’t agree more. No need to carry around five different pieces of plastic, or 50 quarters. Your student card can
be swiped at hundreds of places beyond the campus limits. Apart from being a bus pass, dorm key, and dining hall
payment, you’ll start to wonder what it can’t accomplish.
To get settled into the neighborhood though, here are
31 places you can hit up each day in the month of August.
So upload some cash, grab a bite or a flick, and explore
your new home: Columbus, Ohio.

Snacks:
Little Donut Shop:

Tucked away by Newport Music Hall, this little
shop creates donut masterpieces. Chow down a
Chocolate Pretzel, Raspberry Lemonade, or a Fruity
Pebble donut for the sweetest treat.

Insomnia Cookies:

They’re open and deliver until 3 a.m. These warm, gooey
cookies will put you to bed pronto.

Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams:

The closest one is located in the Short North, just a bus ride
away. Enjoy the locally based culinary ice creams which feature unique, seasonal flavors and soft handmade waffle cones.

Berry Blendz:

After those intense workouts, all you want is a healthy, cold
drink. Well, jog on over to this High Street location and grab a
real fruit-infused $7 smoothie.
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Entertainment
and Services:

Grocery
and Such:

Gateway
Film Center:

If you didn’t already
know, there are three Krogers surrounding campus. And if you don’t want
that freshman 15, you better go buy some apples.

Serving up free popcorn on
Tuesdays and your favorite
2003 film, this theater has it
figured out and is conveniently
across the street.

CVS
Pharmacy:

Grab some pop-tarts, Advil,
and printer ink and kick this
semester's ass.

Aveda
Institute:

Between the windy campus
and lack of time, your hair
probably needs a little TLC.
Get it trimmed and pampered
with natural products for a
clean, new look. Plus, they
are students like you so you
are not supposed to tip. (You
should do it anyway.)

Lily’s Nails
and Spa:

With the stresses of classes,
creepy bros cat-calling you
on your walk home, your
frequent anxiety is most likely
producing disgusting bitten-off
nails. Splurge and get the gel
manicure. You’re worth it.

Sport Clips:
Need a buzzed head or a
gelled-up doo? This place is
cheap as hell, plus they hand
out coupons.

University
Flower Shop:
It’s never a bad time to
buy flowers for yourself or
someone else. Buy a dozen
and spruce up your
dorm, because it could
use the fresh scent to
drown out the smell
of your roommate’s
crusty gym socks.

OSU Golf
Course:

Located in the neighboring
suburb of Upper Arlington,
this pristine course is designed
specially for those currently
affiliated with the university.
Go while you can, because you
probably have only four years
for tee times.

Barnes
and Noble:

This is no surprise, but the cost
of books may shock you, so get
your card ready. *Shakes fist at
the system*

Student
Book
Exchange:

Smaller but with just as many
books, this bookstore is
conveniently located next to
the Starbucks on High Street.
College tip number one: never
study on a caffeine-free brain.

Kroger:

United Dairy Farmers: Ice cream

and beer are always a great combination. Whip up some adult
root beer floats and kick back with your pals.

Whole Foods:

Hand over all your money on
your BuckID for ethnic wine, organic produce, and housemade pizza.

Lucky’s Farmers Market:
It’s like Whole Foods but cheaper and smaller. Organic
jackfruit for days!

Restaurants:
Adriatico’s Pizza:

Try this local pizzeria immediately and melt away with their Sicilian thick
crust. Oh, and they deliver. This is a campus staple people.

Bibibop Asian Grill: You had us at
Asian-style Chipotle and purple rice.

Dewey’s Pizza:

Slightly removed from
campus, this small chain pizza joint serves classic and
spunky pizzas like the "Dr. Dre” with jalapeños, bacon,
Amish chicken, and a shit ton of other ingredients.

D’licious Cafe:

Placed in a peculiar
basement-type strip mall, this spot is easy to overlook.
The inside is innovative though, covered in marker-jotted notes and scribbles by customers. A quirky environment with an Asian-inspired menu.

FusiAn:

Is it us, or does eating sushi make you
feel more sophisticated?

Retail:
Clothing Underground:

If you need a flirty OSU tube top, or
a classic Hawaiian button-up for
the upcoming luau party, this resale store has your back. Well,
at the least the clothes you will be putting on your back.

Figleaf Boutique:

Ladies, or anyone
who loves a nice floral dress, this one-stop-shop for a night out
will keep your wallet full—that is until you spend your cash
on booze and become wasted in the adorable dress you just
purchased.

Foot Locker:

Yes, you do need every new
release from the Jordan collection.

Pitaya:

We believe this is a fruit, but in actuality, it’s
another trendy boutique. Color-coordinated and creative jewelry, this little shop makes swiping your BuckID easy.

Chipotle:

The line is usually spilling out the
door at the campus location, but we all know it's worth it.

Hangover Easy:

Like the name says,
this place is perfect for the morning after a wild night.
Serving breakfast for the entire time they're open, hearty
dishes like the Struggling To Get Up pancake platter will
get you out of a stupor pronto.

Taste of Orient: Slightly north of

campus, this hole-in-the-wall restaurant will keep your
budget and belly happy.

The Chop Shop:Burgers, fries, and

homemade shakes. Do we need to convince you anymore?

Apollo’s Greek
Kitchen:
Refine your taste buds with this
Mediterranean spot. Gyros,
feta, and hummus—a healthier
yet tasteful choice.
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Power Up!
The Best Munchies Around
Campus and Beyond>>>>>>>>>

Pizza>>>>>
Adriatico’s:

There is one moment in each of our lives when we eventually find
divinity—that singular moment of enlightenment when the world
around you just suddenly makes sense. For us, it was the first time
we shoveled a slice of Adriatico’s Sicilian Style pepperoni in our
face. This is Columbus in one bite.
adriaticososu.com

Paulie Gee’s:

Come hither, vegans—Columbus has got you on guilt free ‘za with
this traditional wood-fired spot. (Fear not fellow animal murderers, they have flesh for us as well.) Fun fact: this is the preferred
pizza of Dave Matthews when he is in town, which will either entice or revolt you dependent on how cool you are.
pauliegee.com/short-north

Mikey’s Late Night Slice:

This is the definitive drunk staple. Yeah, we are still reeling over
the PC public outcry to change the name of their famous Slut
Sauce to Unicorn Sauce, but you’ll forget about your anger after you bite into a Cheezus Crust. After all, any pizza spot that
has a vending machine full of condoms and kicks homophobes
out of line should be allowed to name their spicy sauce whatever they want.
latenightslice.com

Hounddog’s Three Degree Pizza:

Have you ever wondered what a bacon cheeseburger or taco pizza tastes like? Pro tip: you either get Smokin’ Joe’s crust or you
screwed up. Fun fact: the dude from Twenty-One Pilots karaoked
his own song in the attached bar a few months back. Cool, right?
hounddogspizza.com
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Tacos>>>>>
+ more>>>>
Cazuela’s Grill:

To save money on dinner, simply go to Cazuela’s during happy
hour and get a giant ass margarita. That, plus free chips and salsa,
makes for a cheap way to not starve to death. Plus, they got one of
the best patios on campus, so you can get some Vitamin D along
with your Vitamin tequila.
cazuelasgrillcolumbus.com

Dada Empanada:

If you don’t know what an empanada is, it is essentially a deepfried savory donut. Fluffy, flaky, and filled with cheese and meats
or other yummy goodies like caramel apples. You will wonder why
you have been wasting your money on Hot Pockets all these years.

Condado:

Taco lovers unite! Create your taco exactly how you want and
devour some incredibly refreshing corn salsa while you wait. The
wait for a table can be extensive, but once you’ve thrown back a
couple cocktails, you’ll be happy you stayed.
condadotacos.com

Mad Mex:

This campus staple will fill you up! Nachos, burritos, fajitas, enchiladas, churros, oh my! Combine this delicious food with the nicely
dimmed ambience, and you’ll be ready for a comfy couch to host
your food coma.
madmex.com/columbus
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Power Up!
The Best Munchies Around
Campus and Beyond>>>>>>>>>

american
asianinspired> -style>>>
Pho Asian Noodle House:

Located on Lane Avenue inside of an old Taco Bell, this hidden
gem has the best pho noodle soup in town—gargantuan bowls of
steaming meats, veggies, noodles, and flavorful broth. If you are
feeling adventurous, get the duck pho and tell us that is not the
greatest soup you have ever had.
phoasainboodlehouse.com

New Taj Mahal:

If you’re feeling spicy, order up an “extra hot” main dish like tikka
masala, butter curry, or saag wala. Pro tip: you’re still tough if you
request a glass of cold milk too. You’re just most likely white.
newtajmahalcolumbus.com

Aab India Restaurant:

Bareburger:

Create your own burger with hearty meats like bison or elk, or
if you are vegetarian try the vegan veggie patty, then add more
protein, aged cheeses, or veggies on top for a hell of a meal. With
their humongous selection of patty sauces you’ll quickly have
some mouthwatering cravings for seconds.
bareburger.com

Ray Ray’s Hog Pit:

A stationary food truck, how economical. But they aren’t holding
back on their meats. The pulled pork is incredible, but the burnt
ends of brisket with some corn pudding on the side will make you
question why you ate BBQ anywhere else.
rayrayshogpit.com

Here, you're eating traditional wood-fired dishes from rural Punjab, and you can taste the authenticity. Wash it all back with
spiked Aab tea which features a splash of mango. If you don’t
clean the juices on your plate up with their buttery naan, then you
are doing it wrong.
aabindiarestaurants.com

Dirty Frank’s Hot Dog Palace:

Sushi Time:

Hot Chicken Takeover:

Rolled-up raw fish is one of the most aesthetically pleasing foods
in the world, and Sushi Time does it right. Add in an all you can eat
lunch special, and we will give you our favorite sushi joint in town.
sushitimecolumbus.com
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It’s exactly like it sounds—hot dogs with a shitton of topings. Pile
on fritos, sriracha cream cheese, bacon bits, or refried beans, and
then relish in the masterpiece. Also, they offer vegetarian and
vegan options for all you herbivores out there.
dirtyfrankscolumbus.com
You know it is authentic when they serve pieces of white bread
with the hot chicken. Gourmet Nashville hot chicken at your prefered heat, heaps of mac and cheese, and actual sweet tea make
this place a gem.
hotchickentakeover.com
i l l u s t r at i o n by m at h e w f r a n k l i n
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WHERE TO ROCKiii
You may have heard heretics and naysayers claim that Columbus is a cow town—a desolate Ohio city completely void of culture. We call
bullshit. We are fortunate to be living in a place with dozens of great acts performing every day and thousands more touring through every year.
In case you need to find your musical home, these are the venues you should get acquainted with very, very soon...

Skully's
If hip-hop, EDM, and dance parties are
your thing, then get acquainted with
Skully’s, pronto. They’ve got one of the
best sound systems in Columbus and
they put it to good use, bringing in a
bevy of national and local acts to rattle
your brains to mush. Grade-A rock on
occasion and even some tasty food to
balance out two-too-many drinks, what
more could you ask for?
skullys.org

Rambling House Soda Co.

Spacebar

Three's Above High

This is the place for first-rate bluegrass, Americana, and the like.
Authentic décor and delicious signature drinks add to the ambiance.
Catch the next Mumford & Sons while they’re still slugging it out in a
shitty van.

From it’s awesome futuristic décor to the sweetheart staff, the
unbeatable musical lineup to the trivia and punk rock karaoke
nights, Spacebar is the home away from home you’ve been
looking for. Located just a few blocks north of campus, if you’re
not careful you’ll quickly find yourself a regular here. Trust us, we
know from experience.

While it wasn’t actually open when
we went to press, Three’s promises to
become a campus staple very soon.
Taking over the space from a previously
loved venue and ran by the same folks
that made Too’s Under High a Buckeye
favorite, we can’t wait to see what sort of
fun awaits at this new location!

ramblinghousesoda.com

Dick's Den
Dick's has been delivering an eclectic mix of jazz, funk, bluegrass,
acoustic, and just about any other genre of music you can think of for
decades, as the interior reflects. One step inside and you might forget
what decade it is, but you’ll be having too much fun to care.
facebook.com/DicksDen

Donato's Basement
No, it’s not a joke, you really can catch an impressive array of local
and touring bands rocking out underneath this campus pizza joint!
While it’s only open on nights when there are shows and those can
be irregular, if you get in the know you might stumble across some
impressive acts and enjoy some sizzling ‘za while you’re at it.
donatos.com/locations/campus

Ace of Cups
AoC has become one of the standout venues in Columbus, bringing
in top-notch touring acts nearly every night, with killer local shows
and some of the best dance parties in town sprinkled in for flavor. The
Ray Ray’s food truck parked behind it is just BBQ-flavored icing on an
already tasty cake.
aceofcupsbar.com

spacebarcolumbus.com

Rumba Cafe
Hosting live music in some capacity seven nights a week, you’ll
always find a good time going down at Rumba. Whether it’s an
intimate acoustic performance or something a little more raucous,
you’ll never regret hitting up this recently renovated venue, no
matter how many regrets you make while you’re there.
facebook.com/RumbaCafeOH

Ruby Tuesday
Though not recognized as one of the primary venues in the area,
Ruby’s still brings in a mix of rock, jam, and metal bands to heat
things up on occasion. You can also let your inner-Ed Sheeran
blossom at the weekly Tuesday night Open Mic sessions if you’re
so inclined.
rubytuesdaylive.com

Newport Music Hall
As the longest continually running club of it’s size in the nation,
we’re unbelievably lucky to have a venue like Newport on the Ohio
State campus. In fact, we won’t even try to convince you to check
it out, when you see their monthly lineup for yourself, you won’t be
able to stay out of the place.
newportmusichall.org
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twitter.com/threesabovehigh

The Summit/Cafe
Bourbon Street
If your musical tastes lie on the scuzzier
end of the spectrum, you’ll find yourself
right at home at this combo venue. With
two stages hosting the best in metal,
punk, rock, and other noise pollution,
there’s no better place to sport your
crustiest denim jacket.
cafebourbonstreet.com

Shrunken Head
While the Shrunken Head doesn’t do
shows with quite the same frequency
as some of these other venues, you can
be sure that if they do it’s gonna be a
loud one. You’re also likely to catch a
burlesque show, and with one of the
cheapest happy hours in Columbus, you
might even start one of your own.
theshrunkenheadcolumbus.com
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How to be a roommate

Spruce your dorm up

Dorm Hacks

1. Don’t be an asshole

1. Get some succulents

1. Flippy Flops

2. Crafty tiles

2. Microwave of Mutilation

Leave the passive aggressive behavior back at high school and
confront your feelings like an adult. Don’t like it when they chew
obnoxiously loud when you are trying to sleep? Tell them how
you feel instead of letting it fester until you eventually can’t take
it anymore and end up urinating in their shampoo bottle when
they are at class.

2. Be tidy

We’re not saying to make sure every inch of the dorm is dust-free—
just remember to be cognizant of your mess. No one, not even you,
wants to find your three-day-old bowl of cereal curdling up in the
corner. And remember rule number one: if you do find the bowl,
don’t hide it under their covers.

3. Guest pass

Having friends over to your dorm to hang out and watch fail
videos on YouTube is fine, but don’t bring over a rowdy bunch of
hooligans for body shots on a Wednesday night when you know
your roommate has a biology exam at 8 a.m. Not cool!

4. Take a chance

Remember that you aren’t alone when you go off to college. Your
random roommate could potentially become your BFF. Give it a
try, and if it doesn’t work out, refer to tip number one.

5. Don’t hover

We all love company, but sometimes your roommate needs alone
time, as do you. Get out of your dorm and explore Columbus.
Study beyond your bedroom desk and eat something other than
microwave mac n’ cheese. Also, don’t forget to knock before
entering—we all have needs, and the last thing you want is to
waltz into your dorm room to find your new roomie making love
to herself.
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Adding a touch of life to your concrete box of a room is healthy.
Place these little plants by the window and water them like once a
week. Caring for little green things is easy and soothing and might
just replace that latent desire to pump out babies.
Take lively or riveting illustrations from magazines (cough, cough,
Playgirl), old books, or online content and pin them up on your wall.
Create a collage of your favorite images without spending a shitton of cash on wall art. The more homey the room feels, the less
homesick you’ll feel.

3. Window and door art

Public showers and dorm floors are akin to
the cleanliness of a slaughterhouse. To avoid
catching any sort of fungus from your peers,
never go out with bare feet. Trust us on this.
Sure it’s not gourmet, but there are a handful
of recipes you can make in your microwave.
Try brownies, salmon, or even scrambled
eggs with bacon. Just don’t be that guy who
sets off the fire alarm for the hundredth
time at 3 a.m.

If you’re living in one of those dorms with gigantic windows, this
is a must-have. Grab a handful of post-it notes and make something
witty for all of campus to see. If your windows suck, decorate your
door for a nice conversation starter. Just remember, Pepe the Frog
is just as bad as a swastika these days.

3. So Fresh and So Clean

4. Light it up

4. Bottle pyramid

5. Supply the shelves for party time

5. Coffee without the pot

Dorms have shit lighting. To remedy this, we recommend getting
a Happy Light—a bizarre light of the future that omits artificial
sunlight. Not only will you feel more cheerful while it shines as it
helps release endorphins, but it will help you with the whole “cabin
fever” thing. Can’t afford a Happy Light, or fear it will explode and
burn down your dorm? Go classic college and string up some used
Christmas lights.
Stock your room with classic game boards, cards, video games,
movies, and a stash of Jack Daniels. Keep the door open and have a
party. This is not only a great way to make friends, but also a chance
to watch with a smug face as other dormers gawk over your welldecorated room.

You know those dryer sheets you keep
forgetting to use? Place one over your AC
unit or portable fan and boom—instant
flower freshness.
Mini fridges are a pain. They’re too divided
and short to stand up a 20-ounce bottle. Lay
them down and they’ll slide everywhere.
Solution: grab some big-ass binder clips,
snap them onto the barred shelve, and watch
as they create a curb where the bottles can’t
roll.
Not a problem. Back to the microwave
we go. Create basically a tea bag of coffee
grounds by wrapping the grounds up in a
filter, and then slowly douse them into the
hot water. Give it a few swigs to test the
potency, add cream, sugar, and a splash of
that Jack Daniels, and you are done.
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WELCOME
HOME
Perfect
Location,
Perfect
Home.

HometeamProperties.net
614.291.2600
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TRISM by Day

Sto ry by M i tc h H o o p e r • P h otos by Co l l i n s L aats ch

The Transformative Properties of Campus’ Newest Hangout

Two TRISMS

A Tale of
62

I

n the morning you might find a few people on laptops sitting on the patio while
a yoga class finishes inside. A small line
might be gathered near the register as
“God” by Kendrick Lamar faintly plays
in the background.
After your first sip of a superfruit smoothie, you realize that you might not study at a
different place again.
For some, TRISM is the ideal place to
catch up with friends or schoolwork. For
others, it’s where they align their chakras
before starting the day. For all, it’s a place to
eat and drink healthy options that are both
colorful and flavorful enough to fool even the
pickiest of eaters.
The nourishing and tasty options at
TRISM aren’t your average everyday options. Instead of common smoothie flavors
like strawberry and mango, items like the
blueberry cacao—which features blueberries, cacao, hemp seeds, avocado, and a few
other natural ingredients—dominate the
menu. And once you get your first vibrantly colored acai smoothie bowl topped with
coconut and bananas, you’ll surely put it on
your Snapchat story.
Your move, Smoothie King.

Aside from the food and drinks, Abed Al Shahal,
co-owner of A&R Creative Group, said TRISM isn’t
just an upscale smoothie place. While the food and
drinks offered are great, Abed plans to use the space
within TRISM for other activities that promote a
healthier lifestyle. With the interior design appearing to be like an urban minimalist courtyard with an
abundance of open space, they plan to host events
like morning yoga, poetry, or maybe even a cycling
class in the future.
“One morning, you may stumble into TRISM
and see 70 people participating in free yoga, and in
the next hour, it is no surprise to witness the space
transform into a Campus Bazaar market or a Masterpieces and Mimosas event,” Abed said.
If you are looking for more than just a smoothie to start your day, TRISM even has multiple options of Avocado Toast for your millennial ass! And
if you have a 9 a.m. and can’t make it to TRISM for
breakfast, no sweat—come back in the afternoon for
a hummus and hemp pesto sandwich.
The food and drinks at TRISM are most definitely geared to be healthy, but Abed said he believes the
options aren’t designed to only be for health nuts.
While at first we were skeptical of things like avocado in our smoothies, after eating the Typhoon
smoothie bowl, we were pleasantly surprised with
the richness and thicker consistency the avocado
brought to the smoothie.
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TRISM by NIGHT

A

s the day turns
to night, TRISM
makes a transformation as well. Instead of delicious
superfood infused smoothies and
food, it’s superfood infused cocktails and drinks. Yoga instructors
turn into DJs and local bands
while the crowd changes from
leggings and running shorts into
their nightlife attire.
The cocktail menu will have
options like the Frozé—a glass of
Rosé frozen in margarita form.
The drink is both a refreshing
twist on Rosé and aesthetically
pleasing, as the pale pink frozen
concoction is served in a chilled
stemless wine glass and garnished
with a mint leaf. You’re going to
work up a nice sweat when you’re
dancing your ass off all night and
there’s nothing more refreshing
than a frozen alcoholic beverage.
While TRISM will be serving
alcohol during the night, they are
not a one trick pony. Aside from
DJs providing music, Abed said

they plan to use the space for many
other things in the evening, including hopes of booking national acts
to come through monthly, making
for an interesting, one of a kind
venue that the likes of Ohio State's
campus has never seen.
Thanks to the open space at
TRISM, socializing is pretty easy.
Again, this goes back to courtyard-style layout of TRISM where
it’s more open seating. Much like
a park or courtyard, patrons of
TRISM will mostly sit on ledges
or flat surfaces closer to the
ground where they will most likely share a space with a stranger.
Ali Shahal said he felt like having
open and shared space provides
opportunities for people to talk
and connect.
“We want the space to fit every which type of event, group,
entertainment, etcetera," Abed
explained. "This open concept
allows us to transcend constraints and flourish the space
into its full potential.”

For hours and the full menu, visit trismcolumbus.com

What you
should drink
at night:

TRISM Tang

It is a signature cocktail featuring vodka,
turmeric ginger syrup, house-made orange
zing, juice, and garnished with a carrot top.

What you
should
eat during
the day:

BLUEBERRY
ALMOND
BUTTER Bowl
Acai, blueberries, banana, almond butter,
house-made almond milk + banana, coconut, granola, goji berries.
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The Grand
Reopening
Raise your
Schooners to the
return of Chumley’s
r
Sto ry by Mit ch Ho ope
tsc h
Laa
s
lin
Col
by
to
Pho

he day Chumley’s closed its doors in
the summer of 2016 will forever live
in infamy to all of the students at Ohio
State who had the joyous experience
of chugging a cheap domestic beer
from an oversized chalice. It was a long year
without schooner night and watching Thursday Night Football at Chum’s. But, like the
phoenix that rises from the ashes of death,
Chumley’s is coming back to campus in a new
and improved form.
While Chumley’s still calls North High
Street home, they have moved down the road
a little where they now sit next to the Gateway and a stones throw away from the Short
North. The move was neither a surprise nor a
conscious effort by owners and partners Dan
Schreiber and Debra Bruce. Due to the continual reconstruction and revamping of High
Street, Chumley’s was yet another victim of
campus redevelopment—forced to move elsewhere or simply close down, adding them to
the list of other bars like Too’s, Scarlet and
Grey, and O' Patio.
However, thanks to a special clause added
in last second to the original 20-year land contract, Ohio State and Campus Partners were
required to help Chumley’s find a new location, Schreiber said. Since the close, Schreiber
said they have lost some of the momentum
built at the original Columbus spot, but the
outlook on the new location is bright.
“It’s been terrible being down for a year,”
said Schreiber. “We missed another NBA Finals, we missed the Indians in the World Series! But to have a lot of students tell me, ‘We
didn’t know where to go to watch the World
Series, Chumley’s would’ve been the perfect
place,’ is exciting.”

T
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And if you are one of the many millennials tired of shelling out $7 a beer at some
chain restaurant like Buffalo Wild Wings
while you watch the Buckeyes, the prospect
of Chumley’s opening is exciting. With 50
beers on tap, you are not limited by drink options or prices. Along with not altering drink
specials, like $2 schooners on Mondays and
Thursdays for schooner night, Schreiber
said creating a thriving atmosphere is something he values as very important.
“When people say they miss us, it’s not
really the food they miss, or the drink specials,” Schreiber explained. “It’s the atmosphere. And you create that atmosphere by
getting people in the door and it makes it
fun for everybody.”
The new and improved Chumley’s will
look virtually identical to the old Chum’s,
but with some minor changes. The walls
will now feature exposed brick to match the
outside design where previously the original
building used drywall. The mezzanine—appropriately shaped like a block O—now circles the entire bar and downstairs floor and
offers a larger ledge to set drinks down on.
Previously, the upstairs bar only offered a
handful of beer options with the downstairs
bar being the complete bar, but now both
bars are complete with 50 taps each.
The menu at Chum's also underwent a
few minor changes—such as adding poutine to the menu, something Schreiber said
he is way too excited about—but will mostly
hold true to the original menu before the
move. Schreiber said, although he is surprised by how much food they would sell
on the weekend, he understands that with
watching sports comes eating food.
“I was always just blown away that we
sell so much food. Back when I was college,
when you went out drinking; you’re going
out to drink, not eat,” Schreiber said. “But
it goes hand-in-hand with sports. If you are
going to sit [at Chumley’s] on a NFL Sunday and watch the 1 o’clock games and the
4 o’clock games; you’re in the same bar for
a long time so you had better have pretty
good food.”
Schreiber and Bruce are both hopeful
that Chumley’s will be open by the start of
the school year and football season. With
the first OSU football game being an away
game on a Thursday, also known as schooner night, Schreiber said he is hoping to
open on a specific day of the week.
“We’re aiming for a Thursday opening,”
he said and winked.
mation
For questions, comments, or more infor
.
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Drink
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here comes a beautiful moment in every college
student’s life where the stars align properly
and a free day without school or work emerges.
When this cosmic event occurs, you want to make
the most out of your day, but more importantly, make the
most of your night.
But where do you even go on a Tuesday night at 8
p.m.? And furthermore, how can you make the last $28.63
in your bank account stretch enough to get you to the
appropriate level of?
Don’t worry, we wouldn’t ask you those questions if
we didn’t have the answer. As self-proclaimed Ohio State
bar connoisseurs, not only do we know where to go on a
Tuesday at 8 p.m., we know where to go on a Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday...you get the idea. Check out our
list of our favorite spots to grab a drink (or like 25) during
the week.
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Stan dar d Hall

You ever have a craving for a Surge
and vodka? What about a rum and
Capri Sun? On throwback Thursdays
at Standard Hall, all of the nostalgia
of being a kid comes back two-fold in
alcohol form. What a time to be alive.
#tbtstandard
90’s drinks, 90’s music,
90’s candy, 90’s prices

Ch u m le y ’ s

We challenge you to find a better
place to watch Thursday Night
Football and get drinks as large and as
cheap as Chum’s. (If you actually do
find it, please email us.)

y
a
d
r
t
u
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Friday

Th e U g ly
Tu na Saloo na

You could go buy a bottle and mixers,
pregame at home, and wind up spending
$45 on the pregame, or you could just
stroll down to Ugly Tuna for $1 wells.
Ugly Hour: 8-10 p.m.
Rotating specials,
$1 wells

E th y l an d Tan k

If you’re looking to spend your Monday evening with a drink in your hand at all times but
in an environment that doesn’t scream “we
are all under 21,” look no further.
Half off drafts,
$2 wells, $2 bombs 3-9 p.m.
Half off all drinks,
25% off pitchers and wine

O ut- R- I n n

It’s an exact science that if you live on or
near north campus, you’ll quickly become a
regular at Out-R-Inn for mug night.
$1.50 wells
and domestics until 8 p.m.
$1.75 domestic
beer mugs all night
$2.75 shots of Fireball
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Fo u rth Str e e t
Bar an d G r i ll

Fourth Street quite possibly has one of
the best patios for drinking on campus,
so when you factor in half off drinks
all night, it’s a no brainer where you
should spend your Tuesday night.
Half off drinks
all night

M i dway o n H i g h

Throw on your sickest jersey and twerk
your ass off to some hypnotic EDM
while you kick back $2 wells and bombs
all night, bro!
3-9 p.m., half off
all drinks
$1.25 Bud Light, $2
wells, $2 bombs,
$2.25 Fireball
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Fo u rth Str e e t
Bar an d G r i ll

For whenever you and your cover group of
the Spice Girls want to get together over half
off drinks and own the karaoke stage with
some “zig a zig ah’s.”
Karaoke night
3-9 p.m., half off all drinks

$5 craft beers

$8 domestic pitchers

Mad M e x

Ultimate protip: get to Mad Mex around 6
p.m., eat dinner and drink a half off draft
beer, then pop on upstairs to Ugly Tuna
for Ugly Hour at 8 p.m. for $1 wells.

Trivia Night 9 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Happy Hour 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
$2 domestics and wells

Th e O ' Patio

E th y l
an d Tan k

We really don’t know why the
Browns games are blacked out
every Sunday either, but Ethyl
probably has them on. If not,
all local beers are $4, so you
can’t lose.

$4 Ohio drafts, $3 selected
whiskeys, $2 wells
2-7 p.m., half off all drinks, 25%
off pitchers and wine
$1.50 16-ounce Pabst Blue Ribbon

M i dway o n H i g h

Saturday at Midway is essentially seeing
every single person you knew in high
school because they were at the game
earlier—so why not celebrate the Buckeyes
kicking ass and seeing an old friend with
some $3 bombs? Nothing rekindles an old
flame like sending a few shots of Fireball
over to your old prom date.
$3 Fireball, $3 bombs

If you are thinking about rushing Greek
or want to know what the frat life is like,
stop on by O Patio for Beat the Clock one
afternoon.
Beat the Clock
Pitchers of beer, $2 at 2
p.m., $3 at 3 p.m., etc

O ld fi e ld ’ s
Li q u o r Bar

If The Office has taught us anything, it’s
that even the dumbest person in your friend
group is helpful during trivia night. Just make
sure to limit them on the $2 domestics and
wells before trivia starts.

Half off all drafts, $3
12-ounce margaritas
10 p.m. - 12 a.m.,
$7 Big Azz Margaritas

Sunday

You might think partying in the basement
of a Donato’s sounds like a really bad
beginning to a horror movie, but Club
D stays lit with $2 double wells and $8
domestic pitchers.
$2 double wells

Happy Hour 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
$2 domestic schooners

Do nato ’ s
Ba s e m e nt

Lu ck y ’ s
Sto ut H o u s e

If you can party all day Saturday and
make it through Lucky’s two hour stretch
of $1 everything, you are a man made of
steal. And most likely liquor, so get home
safely.
7-9 p.m. $1 everything

O ' Patio

Who says Sundays can’t be for the boys too?
All day $2.75 import bottles
$2 Keystone mugs, $3 Miller Lite
and Coors Light mugs
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Dorm Room
Test Kitchen
p h oto s a n d r e c i p e s by
Julian fogliet ti

B
1.

ecause your microwave makes
more than just popcorn
You’ve made it! You have
made your rounds on the floor
of your new dorm room, meeting
new friends, some who will stay some
who will fade. You go back to your room
when a kid yells out, “Hey, you want to
come get food with us?” Excited, you
follow, but as you enter the dining hall
you experience a sinking feeling as you
see the menu of bland burgers, old fries,
and bagged egg product. If you were
like us, you may have begun to wonder
how you’ll live off this food for the remainder of the year. That is why Dorm
Room Test Kitchen is here to help! For
the rest of the year, this section will
be devoted to easy recipes that can
be cooked in your room or in the dorm
kitchens for low cost and ease. Created
from two years living in Morril Tower,
we developed these recipes to keep our
culinary minds sane in the face of intolerable MOCO food. Dig in!

Instructions
In a soup bowl or large mug, add
macaroni and water.
Cover cup and microwave for
3 1/4 minutes or until pasta is
fully cooked.
Pour out excess water and
stir in milk, cornstarch, and
shredded cheese.
Microwave for another minute,
and stir.
Season to taste with salt
and pepper.

2. Mega Mug

Brownie

Ingredients
3 tbs all purpose flour
3 tbs brown sugar
3 tbs cocoa powder
3 tbs canola oil (or other flavorless oil I prefer coconut.)
3 tbs water

1. Ultimate

Micro Mac

Ingredients
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2 tsp chocolate chips
INSTRUCTIONS

1/3 cup pasta
3/4 cup water

Stir in chocolate chips.

4 tbs milk

Microwave 50 seconds to
one minute.

2 tbs grated cheddar
2 tbs grated parmesan
Salt and pepper
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1/2 tsp vanilla extract

Combine all ingredients in a
ceramic mug and stir together.

1/4 tsp cornstarch

2.

Pinch of salt

Allow to cool (roughly 5
minutes)
Enjoy!
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Barkeep
Confessional
G a r r e t t dav i s

B

artenders come in all shapes and sizes,
and from all walks of life. Who’s to say
who is best equipped to give you what
you need when you sit down across the bar?
Bartenders. Professional babysitters, parttime psychologists, and a drunk’s best friend
in the moment. When you need to know
the best spots to get your drink on around
campus and who to chat up when you’re
there, we’ve got you.

trism
How many years have you been bartending?

I started working at 18 at Ugly Tuna in 2009, and started
bartending in 2011. So it’s been about six years.

How did you get into the job? I got my first job

at Ugly Tuna because when I was a freshman at Ohio State
I met a girl that told me she worked at Ugly Tuna and they
needed door guys. I met the GM, Martin, who actually
owns and operates Bernard’s down in the Short North now.
The interview lasted probably two minutes, he asked me
how tall I was and how much I weighed, and he told me
show up on Friday and didn’t even ask for my name. I transitioned from that to every position possible within the bar.

What is your favorite drink to make? The
Slough Gin Fizz because it’s a big show with lots of shaking
and a big pour.
What’s your favorite drink to drink? The

Morning Manhattan.

What drink do you hate to make? Batmans. My
god, it is the worst! It’s one of the drinks I don’t even want
people ordering here at TRISM.
Any hobbies outside the bar? I run a software

consulting company, which is a video game company where
we make a video game for stroke health. It’s a VR that we
use the Xbox Kinect system to do your stroke therapy.

What’s your favorite video game? Favorite video game of all time would probably be The Witcher 3. It’s
so well polished in the story, the visuals, and even the DLC
is amazing.

Are there any promotions we need to know
about for TRISM? Definitely our happy hour. $6 specialty cocktails, $4 Ohio cans, and $3 wells from 4 p.m. to 8
p.m. The cocktails are especially nice because our cocktails
are high quality for a reasonable price.

Favorite drinking holiday as a bartender?
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Halloween. We usually have a costume contest where we

bring people up on stage, all the bartenders
get dressed up, and even though we’re at a
higher volume—it’s just a really fun atmosphere.

What things do patrons do that
you find annoying as a bartender?

The most annoying thing to me is when I’m
already in an interaction with a customer
and you try to stop me from taking their order to take your order.

Do you often find yourself
playing shrink? All the time, particu-

larly during the late night. It’s funny how
a “hey can I get you anything,” turns into a
“here’s my life story and everything that is
wrong with my life,” sort of situation.

What would make for the perfect ideal bar? If you’d asked me at 21

I would have said Midway. Now at 27, I’d
say somewhere that I can meet up with my
friends and we can have some good drinks
and conversation.

Are there any pop culture representations of your job that get
it right? The movie Waiting is a pret-

ty good representation of what it’s like to
work at a bar.

What’s the nastiest thing you’ve
encountered while working? At

the Ugly Tuna on a Thursday night a woman up to me and told me that the bathroom
had a problem. I go to check it out and I
find what was basically a poop and tampon
mound that had filled past the rim of the
toilet. What happened was instead of someone trying to flush the toilet, noticing it was
clogged, and getting someone, the women
instead continued to squat and poop on top
of the already clogged toilet and throw their
bloody tampons on to the mess. We basically
had to wash the entire bathroom down with
a hose and push all the crap down a drain.

Are there any pro tips / dos and
don’ts for patrons? Know what you

want before you come to the bar. The worst
thing a person can do is get my attention and
then immediately turn around and ask their
six friends what they want. And wait your
turn because the bartender will get to you.”

Any good bar jokes?

I don’t know any jokes, but I like to play a lot
of jokes. Go to Midway, skip the line, and tell
the door guy, “I know Daddy.”
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Goodbye
Yoga
Pants

It’s always important to show off
your style at least the first week of
school, but we know after like the
sixth day of classes you’re sporting
yoga pants, runner's kicks, and some
t-shirt with a team logo plastered on
the front.
It’s comfortable—we get it. But you shouldn’t sacrifice
your style when there are interesting looks that are
just as relaxed and cozy.

Pant or
Shorts:

Have high waisted jeans ever been
out of style? Sure the hip huggers were
huge in the early 2000s thanks to
Britney Spears, but these comfortable
jeans have reentered our lives. Now more
slender and stylish then the '80s mom
jeans, these light washed, distressed
or rinse wash pants allow you sit and
chill however you’d like in class without
anything hanging out.

Latest trends &
whether they
will last

E

ven though we are still enjoying
the summer days of laying by
the pool and taking a trip to the
beach, the retail industry is over it.
Sad to say, but the swimsuits are
making their way to the clearance
racks. Even though you already have
six incredibly cute suits, should you
buy one more for next season? Will it
be totally overrated by then?
This year, we saw a lot of one-pieces
for the first time in quite awhile. They
featured belly and back cut-outs,
along with low deep Vs to show off
the girls, and the classic '90s high
hip-line that required us to wax it all
off or move onto the next suit.
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Will these tasteful one-pieces be in
next year?
With women rising up and showing
their fearlessness within the past few
years, it makes sense that we want
to to feel confident while also telling
people we don’t plan on degrading
ourselves to a sexualized version
where everything just hangs out.
And one-pieces have the ability to
feel feminine but also sexy. So keep
it up ladies, and if wearing a one
piece makes you feel like a nun, that’s
okay too. Express yourself. But also
understand that one-piece suits may
be here for a bit longer.
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top:

Pissed at politics? It seems to
be a common trend amongst
millennials lately. Political
graphic-tees really blew up
after the 2016 election, but
your voice should still be heard,
especially while on campus.
Ditch the sports logo and try
something like, “The Future is
Female,” “Resist.,” or “We’re Still Here.” Pair it with those
waist-hugging jeans and either tuck it in or tie a small offcentered knot for a relaxed look. Classy but still sassy.

Shoes:

You have to look sharp
from head to toe. And
if you refuse to part with
your Nikes, no worries, they have
some pretty stellar lifestyle kicks.
Try something traditional with a modern twist like the
new Nike Classic Cortez; they're available in pink with a
gold swoosh, a much needed touch of color to any outfit
that isn’t also pink.
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Se n ior
Top

$39

- Andi Bagus

J ean s - Fashion Nova

$30

Butto n U p

$30

- Target

Scar f - Mom’s Closet

Free

Shoe s - Payless
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street

$15

styl

Taylor Mason

Chase Ray
Se n ior

Hat - Thrift

$3

Shirt - Urban Outfitters

$25

Pant s - PacSun

$50

Shoe s - Clark's

$130

PHOTOS BY co l l i n s l a atc h
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M ad

Lib

"_____________, I am late for my first day of class." You grab your books, throw them in your _____________
favorite curse word

noun

and _____________ out the door. You run through the Oval, whizzing past all of the students who have their
verb

_____________ glued to their books. You see your BFF who is walking her _____________. She approaches
body part plural

animal

you, but you have no time to ____________. You only had _____________ hours of sleep, so you are feeling
verb

number

especially _____________, mainly because your dorm mate was up all night listening to _____________
adjective

awful band

smelling of _____________ and _____________. You arrive to your lecture late. The entire class goes silent
illegal drug

junk food

as you open the door. You look down and realize you forgot to put on your _____________. Overwhelmed with
item of clothing

embarrassment, you _____________ right then and there. It's going to be a _____________ year.
bodily action

adjective
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